Note that, for some of the types shown here, order might be unable to be received by the MISUMI Malaysia, Indonesia and/or India offices.

LED Bar Light Slim Bar with Angle Adjustable Bracket

- **LEAL**
  - **LEAL** Assembly + Attachment (Accessory)
  - **LEAL** (LED Bar Light Slim Bar with Angle Adjustable Bracket)
  - **LEAL**5-945/LEAL8-950

**Details Dimensions of Attachment (Accessory)**

- For LEAL5
  - Mounting Height: 0.5m

**Example**

- **LEAL5-490/LEAL6-945**

- **LEAL8-950**
  - **LEAL8** Mounting Height: 1.0m

**LED Line Light Aluminum Extrusion Slot**

- **LEAL**5-945/LEAL8-950

**Example**

- **LEAL5 - 400 - W**

**Details Dimensions of Attachment (Accessory)**

- For LEAL6
  - Mounting Height: 0.5m

**Example**

- **LEAL6-345/LEAL7-370**

**LED Bar Light Slim Bar with Angle Adjustable Bracket**

- **LEAL**6-945/LEAL8-950

**Example**

- **LEAL**5-340/LEAL**6-370**

**Details Dimensions of Attachment (Accessory)**

- For LEAL8
  - Mounting Height: 0.5m

**Example**

- **LEAL8-495/LEAL8-950**

**Details Dimensions of Attachment (Accessory)**

- For LEAL8
  - Mounting Height: 1.0m

**Example**

- **LEAL8-495/LEAL8-950**

**Details Dimensions of Attachment (Accessory)**

- For LEAL8
  - Mounting Height: 1.0m

**Example**

- **LEAL8-495/LEAL8-950**

**Details Dimensions of Attachment (Accessory)**

- For LEAL8
  - Mounting Height: 1.0m